Calculation of pulse-wave velocity using cross correlation--effects of reflexes in the arterial tree.
The need to investigate the elastic properties of arterial vessels in situ for the early recognition of degenerative disorders in arteries has long been apparent. Pulse-wave diagnostics has been used in traditional medicine, but only in a qualitative way. By measuring the vessel diameter change, simultaneously at two levels along an artery, it should be possible to calculate the pulse-wave velocity (PWV). A newly developed ultrasonic instrument, DIAMOVE, was designed to provide a two-dimensional, real time, B-mode image for display of the exact position of two measurement sites; a computer-controlled digital phased-locked loop detector for the measurement of diameter changes; and a personal computer for the display of the momentary displacement of the artery walls. The cross-correlation technique was used on the information from the vessel wall movements to calculate the resulting PWV. Early measurements on healthy patients showed some unexpected artifacts, which were found to be due to reflected waves, affecting the shape of the pulse-wave at the sites of measurement. A modified PWV estimation algorithm, where only the foot of the pulse-wave in every beat is utilized, seems to have solved this problem and now makes the method suitable for clinical use.